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when extended manually. This ladder can be used in the 
A-frame position or as a small extension ladder. Because 
of its size, it can be transported conveniently throughout 
a structure (fig. 13–9). 

Fig. 13 –7. An ex tension ladder and a roof ladder 

Fig. 13 – 8. Folding ladder 

Fig. 13 –9. A-frame ladder 

Fre s no ladder. The Fresno ladder is a narrow exten-
sion ladder with no halyard or pulleys. This ladder also 
provides access in narrow areas. It rises manually when 
the fly section is pushed up and locks in position as the 
spring-loaded dogs pass over the rungs. It is commonly 
called a two-section attic ladder. 

Pompier ladder. Also called a scaling ladder, the 
Pompier ladder is historic in the fire service. It is no 
longer recognized by the National Fire Protection 
Association, but some fire departments and training 
facilities still use it to increase a firefighter’s trust in tools 
and equipment. In the early years of the fire service, this 
ladder enabled many dramatic rescues. Its construc-
tion includes one center beam with rungs attached to 
each side. A large, solid, forged hook at the top of the 
beam was used for breaking windows and then could be 
hooked onto a window’s ledge. Then, a firefighter could 
climb the ladder and proceed up the side of a building 
floor by floor, if needed (fig. 13–10). 
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Fig. 13 –16. Caution sticker 

 Fly section: a section of a ladder that can extend 
from the bed section to gain height and distance. 
In many applications, if a ladder has more then one 
fly section, both fly sections move when the ladder 
is raised. The fly sections are normally narrower to 
fit into the bed section. The fly attaches to other 
ladder sections by fitting inside a channel or guide 
section of the corresponding section of ladder. 

 Halyard: a manila or nylon rope used to extend or 
retract the fly section(s) of a ladder out of the bed 
section. The halyard runs through pulley(s) for ease 
of raising and lowering. In three-section ladders, a 
wire cable runs in conjunction with the halyard to 
assist in raising and lowering the two fly sections. 

 Heat-sensor labels: usually small, round, heat-
sensitive, orange stickers with expiration dates 
attached below the second rung from the top of 
each section of a ladder and on each side of the 
beams. They warn users when a ladder has been 
exposed to enough heat to damage it. When this 
occurs, a sticker turns black to warn firefighters that 
the ladder has been subjected to more than 300˚F 
(149˚C). Ladders exposed to high heat must be 
placed out of service and tested prior to further use 
(fig. 13–17). 

Fig. 13 –17. A heat sensor sticker notifies firefighters when 

the ladder has been exposed to high heat. 

 Pulley: a small wheel with a grooved channel 
attached to a ladder by a bracket. The grooved 
channel allows the halyard to pass through it, 
reducing friction on the rope and allowing for easy 
raising of the ladder. 

 Roof hooks: permanent curved, spring-loaded, 
metal hooks that secure the tip of a roof ladder to a 
pitched roof (fig. 13–18). 

Fig. 13 –18. Roof hooks 

 Rungs: circular, horizontal cross members of a 
ladder that tie two beams together. The rungs 
ser ve as footrests for climbers and transfer one’s 
weight into the beams and then into the ground. In 
aluminum ladders, rungs may have raised extrusions 
or tops of rungs may be flat to allow more 
traction for climbing. There are 14 in. (356 mm) 
between rungs. 

 Tie-rods: normally found only on wooden ladders, 
these metal rods run under rungs and through both 
beams. They help secure both of the beams together 
with the rungs. 

 Tip: the top or top few rungs of a ladder when it is 
propped over the roofline of a structure. 
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points on solid-beam ladders fall directly between a set 
of rungs, so fire departments paint the inside and outside 
of both beams. When they remove the ladder from a 
vertically stored ladder rack, firefighters easily recognize 
the balance point. This is referred to as painting the box. 
A ladder’s rungs must never be completely painted. 

The tips of many fire service ladders are often brightly 
painted or covered with reflective tape to enhance their 
visibility in smoke and low illumination. Remember, 
ladders should not be painted entirely to improve their 
appearance. Painting ladders entirely can hide dangerous 
defects. For instance, painting an aluminum ladder’s 
entire rung can create a slipping hazard. 

Fire departments can purchase small lighting or 
beaconing devices that attach to the tip of a ladder or end 
rung to improve the ladder’s visibility. When activated, 
the device sends a strobe light or flashing signal that 
directs firefighters to the ladder. 

Another application in marking straight or roof ladders 
after locating their balance points is to mark their 
hoisting points. Often on the fireground, a ladder needs 
to be raised with a piece of rope. Marking the rung two 
up from the center rung with a small paint mark or piece 
of electrical tape near the beams or in the center of the 
rung will assist in placing the rope for the lift. 

Engine companies commonly mark their ladders’ 
beams or rails with paint or tape to indicate where the 
ladders sit in holding brackets on their apparatus. This is 
beneficial for post-fire operations, and the ladders must 
be put back in their proper places. Often, ladders on 
these apparatus interfere with compartment openings or 
the stretching of hoselines if placed in a wrong position. 

OPERATING SAFELY 
FFI 5.3.6  Operating ladders safely and properly on the 
fireground is important for all firefighters. Numerous 
firefighters have died or have been severely injured as 
results of ladder mishaps during training and on the 
fireground. The following are some general safety guide-
lines for working with ladders: 

 When possible, work with another firefighter to 
reduce the risk of straining or injuring yourself and 
others. Ladders are cumbersome and heavy. Moving 
or placing them on the fireground can be difficult. 

 Most importantly, look for overhead utility wires 
before raising any ladder. Most departments use 

aluminum ladders, which are good conductors 
of electricity. Wood and fiberglass ladders also 
can conduct electricity because they have metal 
assemblies and get wet. Maintain a minimum 
distance of 10 ft (3 m) when operating near 
overhead power lines. Electrical arcs from overhead 
power lines have hit ladders operating in their 
vicinity. 

 Prior to resting a ladder on a structure with 
aluminum siding , release the ladder as it makes 
contact with the structure to avoid being 
electrocuted. Electrical feed lines have shorted out 
and charged siding on numerous occasions. 

 While making overhead visual inspections, look for 
tree limbs and branches, overhangs, canopies, and 
elevated decks and platforms that can affect the 
extension or placement of a ladder. 

 Sur vey the ground where the ladder will be placed. 
Look for a solid, level foundation for the ladder’s 
base. 

 Resist overreaching when working on a ladder.  
Instead, reposition the ladder or use a longer tool.  
Use one of the leg-lock or arm-lock maneuvers  
whenever working from a ladder.  

 Choose the proper ladder for the job. Extension  
ladders offer variable heights, whereas straight  
ladders do not adjust.  

 Use caution in placing ladders. A ladder placed in 
front of a lower-floor window or door is not always 
advisable. Fire may or can erupt out of the window, 
cutting off the escape route of a firefighter. A ladder 
positioned by a door can be knocked off its base by 
a charged hoseline or unassuming firefighter. 

 Always face the rungs when ascending and 
descending from a ladder. If you were to slip, you 
could grab the ladder for support. A slip while 
not facing the rungs could cause you to fall off the 
ladder and be injured. 

 When lifting a portable ladder lying on the ground, 
use your leg muscles. Just bending over to pick the 
ladder off the ground could cause a back injury. 

These are a few safety guidelines that must be followed 
to prevent injury and death. In following sections 
of this chapter, equally important safety guidelines 
are presented. 
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side the hosebed. If the hose hasn’t been stretched, it is 
easy to remove the ladders by sliding them out of the 
compartment. If the hose has been stretched, it might 
be necessary to lift loose ends back into the hosebed to 
prevent a tripping hazard or the ladder from snagging 
onto the hose. If the hose has been charged with water, 
it might be necessary for one firefighter to lift up on the 
hose as another firefighter slides the ladder from the 
compartment (figs. 13–23, 13–24, 13–25, and 13–26). 

Fig. 13 –23. Ladders mounted on a lift. (Courtesy of Bill 

Marshall) Fig. 13 –26. Side-mounted ladder 

Ladder company apparatus  
Normally, there are three ways to store portable ladders 
on ladder company apparatus. Two involve the ladders 
being stored in a rear compartment or trough, which 
permits storage under the main ladder assembly. 
Firefighters might have to use caution when working 
near the rear of some ladder apparatus. Some of these 
apparatus can have a rear overhead obstruction such as 
an aerial ladder or tower ladder bucket. Firefighters must 
wear head protection when working in these areas. These 
compartments or troughs may be an enclosed or an 
open-style compartment (figs. 13–27 and 13–28). The 
ladders in this compartment sit in a vertical or horizontal 
position with tips facing forward and bases toward the 
rear of the apparatus (figs. 13–29 and 13–30). 

Fig. 13 –25. A horizontal ladder-storage compartment 

Fig. 13 –24. A vertical ladder-storage compartment. 

(Courtesy of S. K. Willis) 
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The preferred method of footing , butting , or heeling the 
base of a ladder is for one firefighter to face the front of 
the ladder in the direction of the climb or the building. 
This firefighter applies pressure with one boot against 
one of the bottom rails of the ladder near the base or 
on the first rung , preventing it from kicking backward. 
Then, he or she places the other foot behind in a well-
balanced position and places both arms on the beams. As 
one firefighter climbs, the firefighter footing the ladder 
can apply slight pressure on the rails. This takes any 
bounce out of the ladder and steadies it. 

As the firefighter climbs, the one footing the ladder must 
watch the climbing motion. If the firefighter were to lose 
his or her balance, the footing firefighter could quickly 
climb the ladder while holding the underside of the 
ladder rails and pin the climber back onto the ladder. The 
footing firefighter could also climb the ladder quickly 
and reach up with one arm to support the climber. In 
addition, if the climber were glancing at his or her tools 
and didn’t notice another issue, the footing firefighter 
could relay that information. 

If a climber were operating off one side of the ladder 
while in a leg-lock position, the firefighter footing the 
ladder should place his or her foot on the opposite side 
of the ladder’s base. This prevents the base and tip from 
shifting and equalizes pressure on both rails, keeping the 
ladder secure. It might be necessary to place additional 
hand pressure on the opposite side rail to equalize 
pressure and secure the ladder. 

Some fire academies and departments prefer to foot 
ladders from the rear. A firefighter positions himself or 
herself under a ladder with arms mounted on the rails 
and feet positioned for good balance. Then he or she 
leans back into the building to keep the ladder in place 
and remove any bounce during the climb. Problems 
can occur, however, when this firefighter is behind the 
ladder. First, if the climber drops a tool, it might hit an 
unprepared firefighter who was trained not to look up 
in order to avoid falling dirt from the climber’s boot or 
a shingle. Second, the footing firefighter has no vision of 
the fire. He or she is oblivious to all conditions behind 
him or her. Last, if the climber were to lose his or her 
balance, the firefighter footing from the rear could 
quickly come around the ladder to offer support, but 
this traveling momentum could knock the climber off 
balance (figs. 13–42 and 13–43). 

Fig. 13 – 42. Footing a ladder from the front. (Courtesy of 

Nicole Ciampo) 

If the base of the ladder cannot be footed properly, 
substantial objects near the ladder such as cars, dumpsters, 
curbs, other buildings, or even parking lot bumper poles 
may be used. Normally, this will prevent the base from 
sliding or kicking out. Also, a firefighter with a piece of 
tubular webbing pre-tied in a loop may tie the ladder’s 
base to a substantial object with a chocker hitch around 
the ladder’s rung (fig. 13–44). 

Fig. 13 – 43. Footing a ladder from the rear. (Courtesy of 

Nicole Ciampo) 
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firefighters opt for alternatives. Whatever type of lock 
firefighters choose, they must secure themselves onto 
ladders. 

Figs. 13 –55. Leg lock 

Firefighters perform the standard leg-lock maneuver on 
the ladder side opposite the work side. For example, if a 
firefighter were to ventilate a window on the right side 
of the ladder, the firefighter’s left leg would perform the 
leg lock. The standard leg-lock maneuver is done in the 
following manner: 

 First, a firefighter reaches the proper working  
height on the ladder.  

 Then, he or she climbs to the next higher rung. 

 Next, he or she places the leg opposite the work 
side through the rung spacing. As the firefighter’s 
knee approaches the rung , he or she can begin to 
bend the leg back toward the next lower rung. The 
leg is now inserted into this spacing. Depending on 
the firefighter’s physical makeup, the foot may lock 
onto the outside of the ladder’s beam or onto the 
next lower rung. Some firefighters even place their 
boot behind their knee to lock themselves into 
the ladder. 

 Now, the firefighter steps down a rung and places  
a boot nearest the work side, next to the beam of  

the ladder. Now he or she is in the original work 
position on the ladder. 

Normally when a firefighter completes the maneuver, he 
or she is two rungs below the rung through which he or 
she inserted a leg. Many firefighters can stand on the rung 
at a desired work location, lift a leg up the two rungs, and 
perform the maneuver. Others with shorter legs find it 
uncomfortable. It is fine to position themselves one rung 
below the bent knee. 

Hook-in leg-lock (hill) maneuver. Because now 
firefighters carry bail-out ropes, pliers, cutters, screw-
drivers, chocks, etc., in their bunker gear pockets, 
performing the standard leg-lock maneuver is a nuisance, 
takes too long to get into, and is uncomfortable. In 
addition, many firefighters feel trapped in the ladder 
because releasing the leg lock takes a while. 

To prevent ladder falls by firefighters performing no leg 
lock, a few leg locks have been modified. The hook-in 
leg-lock maneuver is relatively quick and simple, and 
it reduces the bending and twisting of a firefighter’s leg. 
Plus, firefighters of varying shapes and sizes can perform 
the maneuver. 

Firefighters can perform the hook-in leg-lock maneuver 
with the leg opposite the work side of a ladder or the 
leg on the same side of a ladder. A firefighter’s physical 
makeup decides which position is suitable. Follow these 
steps to perform the maneuver: 

 Reach the proper working height on the ladder  
with both feet on the same rung.  

 Then, place a boot in the center of the rung with  
the heel slid into the rung.  

 Next, lift the other boot over the rung and through 
the rung spacing. 

Variations can be performed depending on a fire-
fighter’s body : 

 The standard tactic is to place the heel of the boot 
that has come over the rung on top of the boot’s 
toe that is positioned on the center of the rung. By 
maintaining downward pressure on the boot while 
the thigh and knee are wedged under the rung , 
you are locked into the ladder. Position the thigh 
and knee next to the beam of the ladder to prevent 
sliding. Firefighters with shorter legs might have to 
turn the bottom boot’s tip toward the beam for the 
thigh and knee to lock securely. Firefighters should 
not perform this maneuver with the thigh and knee 
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Fig. 13 –58. Raise one leg up on tip-toe. 

Fig. 13 –59. Press outward with both legs. 

Arm-lock maneuver: venting windows from a 
portable ladder. The arm-lock maneuver can be 
performed by a firefighter venting windows from a 
portable ladder.2 It is relatively easy and requires minimal 
time to get into position on the ladder, thus saving time 
for other tasks. It may be used in conjunction with the 
leg-lock maneuvers previously described or by itself. 

To perform the arm-lock maneuver, follow these steps 
for ventilating a window to the right side of a ladder: 

 Reach the proper working height on the ladder 
with both feet on the same rung. When venting the 
window off the side of the ladder, place a leg and 
foot up against the ladder’s beam. This offers more 
support and balance as you swing the hand tool. It 
also braces you onto the ladder. 

 Then, hold the hook in the right arm and place the 
left arm between the two rungs directly in front 
of you. 

 Then, place the butt end of the hook behind the  
ladder and grab it with the left hand.  

 Next, position the hook to the window and check 
that no part of the ladder or structure will interfere 
with the swinging. Now the window can be 
ventilated (figs. 13–60 and 13–61). 

Fig. 13 – 60. Arm-lock 
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Both drags take little time to set up and are easy. They lost grips on the rungs and ladder drops. When using the 
allow a firefighter two ladders and tools in one trip, hands-on-the-rail method to raise the ladder, a firefighter 
conserving energ y for other tasks. slipping or losing balance could push the whole ladder 

away to avoid injury. 

Fig. 13 –70. Using a roof ladder to transport a Stokes basket 

Single-firefighter flat raise. Although it is prefer-
able to raise a ladder with another firefighter, it is not 
always possible on the fireground. All firefighters must 
know how to raise a ladder with one person and practice 
the skill. After a single-carry transport technique, a 
firefighter must check for overhead obstructions such as 
tree branches and electrical service lines, then place the 
ladder’s butt end against a structure for bracing. Now, 
the firefighter kneels or bends at the tip of the ladder and 
lifts the tip off the ground using the leg muscles. He or 
she then walks the ladder up with hands sliding up the 
rails of the beam and eyes focused on the ladder rising 
overhead. As the firefighter slides hands up the rails, the 
fluid motion should not include a bouncing rhythm, 
which puts undue strain and stress on the firefighter’s 
body (fig. 13–71). 

If the firefighter uses a hand-over-hand motion on the 
rungs to raise the ladder to vertical, a few things may 
occur. First, the ladder balances on only one arm as it 
rises. If a loss of balance occurs, the ladder could drop. 
Second, ground conditions determine the possibility of 
slipping , and balancing a ladder with one arm might be 
difficult for the strongest of firefighters. Those who use 
this method often proceed quickly, which has caused 

Fig. 13 –71. Single-firefighter flat raise 

Single-firefighter high-shoulder carry and raise. 
Before becoming firefighters, many of us worked on job 
sites with lightweight, easy-to-maneuver ladders not 
built to fire department standards. Some fire academies 
instruct firefighters on a high-shoulder carry and raise 
that evolved from other occupations. The cons outweigh 
the pros. There are better, safer ways to perform a single-
firefighter carry and raise evolution. 

As a firefighter removes a ladder from an apparatus, he or 
she carries the balance point of the lower beam on top of 
the shoulder or places the shoulder inside the beams and 
rungs near the balance point. Then, the firefighter raises 
the other hand to grab the upper beam or a forward rung 
to balance it. He or she then transports the ladder, tilting 
the base toward the ground to avoid striking another 
firefighter (fig. 13–72). 
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Their arms and bodies raise the ladder to a vertical carry 
position that resembles a suitcase. The butt firefighter 
must maintain a position to protect the butt of the 
ladder from striking another firefighter or an object. If 
a third firefighter is available, he or she may go to the 
center of the same side (fig. 13–75). 

Fig. 13 –75. Two-firefighter suitcase carry 

Remember, the suitcase carry is designed for carrying 
ladders a short distance. Note a few disadvantages: 

 The ladder often strikes firefighters in the lower leg , 
making it a nuisance or injuring firefighters. 

 The ladder can strike uneven terrain. In addition,  
if a firefighter were to lose balance or stumble, the  
ladder increases the risk that the firefighter would  
fall if the ladder were to strike his or her leg.  

 Carrying large ladders is difficult and can injure and 
tire a firefighter. 

Two-firefighter beam raise. After the ladder reaches 
the desired location, the butt-end firefighter places 
the ladder the proper distance from the building with 
the fly section out and, if possible, out of the way of 
overhead obstructions. Remember, this should be about 
one-fourth the working distance of the ladder so the 
ladder won’t need to be repositioned once it is vertical. 
The firefighter places the ladder with one beam planted 
on the ground so it is in the vertical position on one 
beam. 

The firefighter at the ladder’s butt or foot is commonly 
called the footer. His or her main objective is to apply 
body pressure to the ladder as a counterweight to help 
the other firefighter raise the ladder. The footer places 
one foot forward and onto the ladder’s butt end on the 
ground. The other foot goes comfortably behind the 
firefighter. This leg must not be directly in line with the 

other leg and the ladder because it could get struck as the 
ladder rises. The footer’s hands go onto the beam. The 
arm that’s on the same side of the body as the leg on the 
ladder’s butt extends forward. The back arm now goes on 
the beam near the ladder’s butt. Do not place this hand 
under or on the foot or spurs of the ladder’s base. If the 
raise were performed rapidly, this hand could be pinched 
between the ladder and the ground. As the firefighter at 
the tip raises the ladder, the footer slowly leans backward 
and pulls slightly with his or her arms, reducing the 
weight of the ladder and assisting in the raise. 

The firefighter at the tip rechecks the overhead clearance 
before raising the ladder. Next, the firefighters position 
themselves inside the ladder or nearest the building , 
with the ladder sitting on the opposite shoulder. By 
doing this, they are out from under the ladder and have 
a constant view to the objective. They raise the ladder by 
walking hand over hand, glancing up at the objective, 
and watching for overhead obstructions or changing 
conditions. If an obstruction such as a tree limb were 
problematic during the raise, the firefighter could pivot 
the ladder on its butt as it raises to avoid the limb. 

Now that the ladder is vertical, both firefighters assume 
positions on opposite sides of the ladder with one foot 
against the butt to steady it and the other leg behind 
them to balance. Now they can untie the halyard and 
extend the ladder. The firefighter pulls the halyard down 
in a hand-over-hand motion and resists wrapping his or 
her hand or arm in the rope as it is pulled. If the rope 
were to snap, break, or slip without warning , it could 
injure the firefighter. As the halyard is pulled down, the 
other firefighter positions both hands outside the ladder’s 
beam to steady it as it rises. Placing hands on the outside 
of the beams reduces the chance of an injury should the 
fly section suddenly retract. This firefighter has the best 
view of the raise and can give verbal commands to stop 
the raise. When the ladder reaches the desired height, 
firefighters slowly lean it into the building. They place one 
foot against an opposite foot on the ladder and use their 
arms to control the ladder’s lowering into the building. 

The two-firefighter beam raise is preferred over the 
two-firefighter flat raise because: 

 The ladder is in a reduced-profile position because 
it is more narrow than when raised flat. In this 
position, the ladder is less likely to hit overhead 
obstructions. In addition, it is easier to pivot 
around overhead obstructions because only one 
foot is secured to the ground. 
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assist in lifting the ladder. As the ladder approaches the 
vertical position, the footer removes one foot from the 
ladder and places it behind him or her for balance. 

The firefighter raising the ladder checks again for 
overhead obstructions, then raises the ladder. He or 
she walks at a steady pace sliding hands up the ladder’s 
rails to raise it to the vertical position. When walking 
the beams of the ladder up, the firefighter slides his or 
her arms up the ladder and uses leg muscles to drive 
the ladder upward. Firefighters should not bounce the 
ladder up while sliding the rails because a slip could 
mean an injury. 

Many firefighters prefer to walk the rungs up to raise a 
ladder. This has a few problems: 

 As the firefighter proceeds up the rungs, for a 
moment only one hand balances the ladder, which 
introduces a tendency to twist. If the firefighter 
were operating on uneven terrain, a slip could cause 
a loss of grip and injury. 

 A firefighter walking up the rungs normally watches 
his or her hand position on the rungs and takes his 
or her eyes off the objective and tip of the ladder. 

 When the ladder rises rapidly, it often bounces and 
twists as a firefighter proceeds up the rungs (figs. 
13–80, and 13–81). 

Now that the ladder is vertical, both firefighters assume 
positions on opposite sides of the ladder with one foot 
against the ladder’s butt to steady it and the other placed 
behind them for balance. They can untie the halyard 
now and extend the ladder to its objective. 

Fig. 13 – 80. The footer reaches the bot tom rungs. 

Fig. 13 – 81. Slide your hands up the rails of the ladder. 

Two-firefighter flat-arm carry and raise. Some U.S. 
fire departments must adapt daily to peculiar hazards 
such as catenary wires strung across roadways and inter-
sections for light rail train cars. These overhead obstruc-
tions make raising ladders difficult because they carry a 
lot of voltage. Fortunately there is a method for dealing 
with these situations. 

Because ladders can be stored horizontally on some 
ladder company apparatus, the firefighters can position 
the ladder between them for removal. As the balance 
point approaches the firefighters, they grab the ladder 
and begin walking to the rear of the apparatus. Once they 
remove the ladder from the apparatus, the firefighters 
bend their arms and carry the ladder flat to its objective. 
If the ladder were not stored flat, the firefighters could 
pick it up, rotate it into the flat position, lift it at the 
balance point. 

As the firefighters approach the objective, they raise the 
tip with the forward hand or the one nearest the struc-
ture. The back hand grips the ladder firmly and drives 
the ladder forward and up to assist in the lift. Some 
firefighters perform a short dip with the tip as they begin 
the raise, which gains momentum. As the ladder reaches 
the building , the firefighters bring it to the vertical 
position, brace it, and prepare to extend the fly if needed 
(figs. 13–82 and 13–83). 

The flat-arm raise is difficult with large ladders and must 
be practiced before fireground use. It can cause back 
injuries and its use should be limited. The flat-arm raise 
is extremely valuable for rescuing a victim hanging to a 
windowsill by his or her arms when firefighters arrive. 
Getting the ladder underneath the victim provides 
support and allows the victim to assist in the rescue. 
























